Potential Benefits of Russian Northern Sea Route in Global Supply Chain
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Abstract – The article represents the authors’ outlook on the logistics issue of Northeast China. Excessive expenses on logistics make it difficult to organize well-planned transportation of commodity goods from Northeast China to the world markets. Consequently, the drawback in social and economic development of Northeast China creates demographic tension on the border between China and Russia. The logistics expenses could be whittled down with the help of new logistics network, i.e. the seaports of the South of Primorsky region like Posyet or Zarubino. Additionally, in the summer period the commodity goods may be shipped to Europe through the Northern Sea Route. Northern Sea Route is an option that may significantly reduce the logistics expenses and allow raising the prosperity of the Northeast China. Economic benefits of the Northern Sea Route are considered in the article. Finally, the authors present the concept of logistic burden and adjusted logistic burden allowing one to calculate the financial benefit from utilizing faster logistics route for commodity flow of goods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the intensive development and strengthening of the processes that attract the attention of national economies to the most effective transport routes are observed. The cumulative process of industrial agglomeration and transformation is obvious in Asia and especially in China, where it results in development of clustering concentration. Obviously, the effect of economies of scale in China has exceeded the critical level that has initiated a self-accelerating endogenous process of concentration of production and financial sectors of the national economy. Over one and a half billion of consumers in China and another three billion of consumers in the neighboring area, including South East Asia and India, comprise the material base aimed at minimization of transportation costs for industrial manufacturers. The growing variety of manufactured goods provides the third important component of concentration - the elastic demand in conditions of imperfect competition. Simultaneously, to the west of Russia, one may see the parallel process of withdrawal of the production sector from the economies of the European Union and transformation of economics to the service or postindustrial format. In the past, the similar global process could split the regions into the well-developed industrial centre and underdeveloped provinces. However, in the modern world of the industrial-postindustrial economic structure, the multiplication of resulting trends transforms the Asian industrial centre into the core of the world industrial production while the developed countries, including the European Union - into the centre of intellectual labor.

II. FEASIBILITY STUDY

The population of the Northeast China creates the excessive demographic tension in the neighboring countries, mostly in Russia. The total population of Heilongjiang, Jilin and Nei Mongol (Inner Mongolia) provinces, bordering Russia, exceeds 90 million people (estimation of 2010). The average population concentration in this region of China reaches 50 people per square kilometer. Excluding relatively low-populated Nei Mongol, the population concentration in the region exceeds 105 people per square kilometer. On the other side of the Russian-Chinese border, there is the underpopulated Russian Far East with the average population concentration as low as 1 person per square kilometer. In the most populated region of the Russian Far East, Primorsky Region, the population concentration hardly amounts to 11 people per square kilometer. Great difference in the population concentration affects the mutual relations of the neighboring countries [1]. Over the last 150 years of Russia and China neighboring, there were at least three frontier military conflicts where the demographical gap was the ground zero. In this regard, according to the authors, Russia is interested in the growth of economic prosperity of China because this is the most important subcomponent reducing the negative potential of demographic tension.

Compared to other provinces, first of all Central and Southern, the Northeast China may be fairly called the moderately depressive regions. Despite quite high economic indicators, for example, GDP per capita in the Nei Mongol amounted to USD 11,500 in 2015, the number of people looking for a job or unsatisfied with their job in the Northeast China may be estimated at 8-10 million men, or equivalent to 12% of population [2], while the official level stated was 5%.
Thus, it may be assumed that one of the basic constraints of development of the Northeast China is the excessive logistics costs that are caused by the resistance to initiate there logistics chains supporting the shipping of commodities produced in the region. The excessive resistance to the seamless action of the logistics chains entails some extra expenditures during the transportation in terms of time and money. The main reason of the current situation is the absence of the direct approach to large transport hubs of the global logistics network by the Northeast China. The basic linkage of commodity traffic from the Northeast China is automotive or railway route to the port of the Yellow Sea and then by sea through the Suez Channel to Europe, or through the Pacific Ocean to America. This route forms the essential time-domain and financial costs for surface cut because both the highways and the railways in China are heavily loaded. For example from the authors’ personal experience, the 500-kilometer trip of the cargo train from the city of Harbin to the Russian border took three days in 2008. And though the high-speed railways have been constructed in China, they may be used for transportation of passengers only.

Today China tries to solve a problem of logistics availability of industrial facilities of the Northeast China all alone; among other developing global projects, it is known as the New Silk Road [3, 4]. However, it seems that this project is progressing too slowly because of the significant number of stakeholders with opposite intentions. First of all, China is interested to make this route fast and cheap. The countries on the New Silk Road, vice versa, are awaiting significant benefits from allowing a passage to Chinese commodity flow through their national territory.

From the 90-s of the XX century, the Chinese government has been undertaking series of efforts to get the access to the seaports of South Primorye, preferably to the seaport Zarubino, or officially, the Sea Port in Troitsa Bay. Port Posyet is also a point of interest. Both ports are able to accommodate the ships with the gross registered tonnage of up to 20,000 tons [5].

Also, it is worth mentioning the Tumen River Area Development Program in its few different versions aimed at the development of the Tumen river area that potentially gives China the direct access to the Japan Sea. After 2006, the Program was renamed to the Greater Tumen Initiative. Several projects are developed in the framework of this program, including the ambitious shipping channel from Hunchun to Expedition Bay of the Japan Sea.

III. RUSSIAN LOGISTICS OFFER IN THE NORTHERN EAST CHINA

The Russian Federation is the owner of two large resources allowing fast shipping of commodity from Asia to Europe, the Trans-Siberian Railway and the Northern Sea Route. The transit offer of the Trans-Siberian Railway is quite low because its potential capacity is almost exhausted [6, 7]. At the same time, the Arctic region attracts the attention of global economies. The water area of the Arctic Ocean arouses the increasing interest of the adjoining countries, as well as of the countries which economic wealth strongly depends on the external resources, including potential resources of the Arctic regions, and low-cost ways of commodity transportation. Huge reservoirs of natural resources in the Arctic regions and obvious advantages of the routes in the Arctic seas entail the increasing interest in the Arctic regions of leading world economies. Right now, the dominating tendency in geostrategies of the USA, Canada, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, and Russia is the development of national programs and doctrines proving the sole rights for economic activities in their sectors of Arctic [8, 9]. Recently Canada adopted the decision about the termination of commercial operation in their northern route, the North-Western Passage, till 2020. That means that Canada will prevent any attempts of other countries to organise any economic activity in the zone of national interest. To fasten and expand the special privileges in the Arctic regions, the leading states try to use their influence on legislative machines of international organizations. Under new conditions, the non-arctic states are looking for loopholes in the international legislation and are using their financial and economic influence to infiltrate the giant potential market of the hydrocarbons extraction in the Arctic continental shelf and their transportation. China and South Korea with their particular interest in the Arctic regions show the greatest concern.

China has purchased the bulk carrier of the first ice class from Kherson Shipyard, Ukraine in 1993. The ship was named Xuelong that means the snow dragon; and it is usually referred to as an icebreaker in official Chinese press. China has been conducting the research activity in the Arctic regions on a regular basis since 1994. In 2009, the State Council of the Peoples’ Republic of China has accepted the program of building the national icebreaking fleet. The first Chinese civil icebreaker was planned to be ready in 2013; however, it seems that the Jiangnan Shipyard Company has started its building only at the end of 2016. The Chinese national army has its own icebreakers. At the end of 2015, in Huludao, Liaoning province, the diesel powered icebreaker Haibing 722 was transferred to the Northern Fleet of Naval Forces of China Peoples Liberation Army. Another analogous icebreaker is now under the final processing in the shipyard of Bohai Shipbuilding Heavy Industry Company, Ltd [10]. The Republic of Korea builds its icebreakers too. The first Korean icebreaker named Araon with gross registered tonnage of 6,950 tons was constructed in the Republic of Korea and was placed in operation in 2009. Now Araon conducts research in the Arctic and Antarctic. Japan with its large export-focused economy is aimed mostly at trading with the North America; therefore, its participation in the processes in the Arctic is not very obvious.

The logistics chain connecting the Northeast China with the European countries may utilize the following great promising route:

- commodity flow to the port of the South Primorye, to the Posyet port or to the Sea Port in Troitsa Bay;
- during the summer period, the shipping line extends from the port of the South Primorye to the North of the Western hub of the Northern Sea Route, presumably Murmansk, and then turns to transportation by land to Europe;
during the winter period, the shipping line extends from the port of the South Primorye to the South of any port in Europe through the Suez Channel.

Even in the winter period, the logistics chain through the port of the South Primorye may give significant benefits to the business in the Northeast China. These benefits will grow more in the summer time when the Northern Sea Route is open for general shipping.

IV. Economic Efficiency of the North Sea Route

According to data [11], the commodities being produced in the Asian industrial centre and being sold in the developed economies show the growth of the final price by:

- 20% due to the transportation expenses;
- 45% due to transfrontier costs;
- 55% due to retailing costs.

The total growth of the consumer price amounts to as high as 170% of the manufacturer price. These expenses are counterproductive because they do not improve the value of goods. Any savings in counter-productive expenses will provide the competitive advantage for a beneficial owner. From the point of the introduction of the Northern Sea Route into the global logistics system, the advantage of the new route for commodity owners appears to be the most important factor.

At present, the cargoes from Asia to Europe are shipped mostly through the Indian Ocean and the Suez Channel. For Northeast China, the selected alternative to the Northern Sea Route is the Dalian-Hamburg route through the Suez Channel.

The distance from Dalian to Hamburg by sea is 11,200 nautical miles while the sea route from Posyet to Murmansk barely achieves 6,000 nautical miles, or almost twice shorter. Experience shows that the Dalian-Hamburg route by sea takes from 35 to 45 days and costs about USD 1,500-1,700 per twenty-foot container unit, including:

- USD 200 sea toll;
- USD 800 bunker adjustment factor;
- USD 50 Suez Channel toll;
- the rest of the tariff covers the currency adjustment factor, freight operations, terminal handling charges, security charges, agent charges, peak season surcharge, heavy load surcharge, etc.

Additional charge of USD 100 per container or up to USD 60,000 per ship is applied due to piracy activity in the Aden Gulf. Usually it appears in documents as the Aden Gulf Security Adjustment. The exact amount of the insurance premium depends on the insurance company policy.

Because of a shorter distance from Posyet to Murmansk thus omitting the Suez Channel toll, one may suppose that the coast of shipping would be about USD 750-800 per twenty-foot unit on this route and 20-25 days in transit.

However, there is another difficulty on the way. The Northern Sea Route is very dangerous due to unpredictable ice conditions. A ship on the Northern Sea Route may face the ice blocks and ice fields even during the summer season. Continuous danger of the Northern Sea Route has formed special requirements for the navigation in polar waters. The heaviest burden is the requirement of icebreaker convoying.

In the Soviet era, the Northern Sea Route was a very important way to supply Arctic regions of the Soviet Union and the intensity of shipping through it was very high [12]. At the end of the Soviet era, in the middle of the 1980s, the amount of transit cargos was over 6 million tons per year, and there was a special budget supporting the transit. After the state support was exhausted, the transit amount had fallen drastically. There was a period in the beginning of 2000 when Russian government stated the prohibitive measures intended to hold the transit cargos in the Russian Arctic. The Regulation [13], effective from 2005, and the one adopted later [14], which has been effective since 2011, have established the maximum permissible toll for an icebreaker convoy. The tariffs for cargo ships convoying were the same in 2005 and 2011 despite the inflation. The extracts from both Regulations are given in Table I.

### TABLE I. The Maximum Permissible Toll for Ice-breaker Convoy in the North Sea Route

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of cargo</th>
<th>Tariff, RUR per ton (2005)</th>
<th>Tariff, RUR per ton (2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard container</td>
<td>1048</td>
<td>1048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base (nonferrous)</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery and equipment</td>
<td>2464</td>
<td>2464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk cargo</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanker cargo</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At that time, the cost of icebreaker convoying was adding about USD 500 to the total transportation expenses per twenty-foot unit (for homogenous commodity weighing 14.4 tons in TEU and the RUB/USD exchange rate of 30/1) and made the Northern Sea Route doubtfully competitive. In fact, the cost of convoying was overvalued in early Regulations. It was even higher than an hour rate of such icebreaker as Admiral Makarov (Far Eastern Shipping Company) for port operations that ranged from USD 3,500 to USD 4,500.

After 2013, the position of the Russian government in relation to the Northern Sea Route has changed significantly. New Regulation [15] has established the new tariffs effective since 2014; the extract from it is given in Tables II and III.

These tariffs set the cost of convoy by nuclear icebreakers belonging to Federal (State) Enterprise Atomflot. New tariffs show the normal logistics approach: the bigger the ship, the cheaper the unit transportation. The total cost of convoying now depends on the distance measured in zones. Limits of the zones for general purposes, including calculations of the icebreaker convoying, are shown in Table IV.

For clear understanding of Tables II and III, the correspondence must be quoted between the ship of ice classes in Russian Maritime Register of Shipping (RMRS) and the most common ice classes. Table V shows the specific ice
conditions for each class mentioned in Tables II, III [16]. Table VI shows the correspondence between the RMRS ice class and other classifications, like Baltic Ice Classes (BIC), Det Norske Veritas Classes (DNVC), Lloyd Register Ice Classes (LRIC) and the International Association of Classification of Societies Polar Classes (IACS-PC). The correspondence shown in Table VI is based on documents [17, 18, 19] and research [20].

**TABLE VI.** CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN RMRS ICE CLASS AND OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMRS 2008</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>DNVC</th>
<th>LRIC</th>
<th>IACS-PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ice 1</td>
<td>Category II</td>
<td>ICE-C</td>
<td>1D</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice 2</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>ICE-1C</td>
<td>1C</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice 3</td>
<td>IB</td>
<td>ICE-1B</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc 4</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>ICE-1A</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>PC7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc 5</td>
<td>IA Super</td>
<td>ICE-1A+</td>
<td>1AS</td>
<td>PC6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc 6 - Arc 9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ICE-10, ICE-15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PC5-PC1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, let us consider the calculation of the total cost of shipping through the Northern Sea Route per twenty-foot unit. For example, the ship base *Vladivostok* is a container ship belonging to the Far Eastern Shipping Company. The parameters of the ship base are presented in Table VII.

**TABLE VII.** PARAMETERS OF CONTAINER SHIP *VLADIVOOSTOK*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year of Construction</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>RMRS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Class</td>
<td>Arc 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>184.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull Height</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loaded Draft</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>9.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadweight tonnage</td>
<td>ton</td>
<td>23407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Registered Tonnage</td>
<td>r.ton</td>
<td>16575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal Speed</td>
<td>knot</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement, in TEU</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td>1748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement, in homogenous TEU loaded by 14.4 tons each</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td>1087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us assume that the ship is in full freight and carries 1,087 twenty-foot units loaded by 14.4 tons of homogenous commodity each. The ship has the Arc 4 class, but let us assume that the icebreaker convoying through three zones in the bad case of ice conditions (Table II). The total cost of icebreaker convoying amounts to RUB $500,46 \times 16575 \text{ ton} =$
RUB 8.3 million, or USD 151 thousand per ship voyage through the Northern Sea Route (RUB/USD exchange rate 55/1, approx. effective in 2017). The final cost of icebreaker convoying per twenty-foot unit is less than USD 140.

The roughly estimated cost of transportation of one twenty-feet unit through the North Sea Route is composed of the approximated cost of transportation, or not more than USD800, and the cost of icebreaker convoying that may reach USD140, or may be zero. The upper expectative cost per unit is USD940 comparing to USD1500 for the common way through the Suez Channel.

V. CONCEPT OF LOGISTICS BURDEN FOR COST-TIME ALIGNING IN LOGISTICS NETWORK

A person designing the logistics network generally faces the important logistics issue, i.e. the two incomparable parameters in the logistics chain are the time and the cost. The optimal route must be optimal in cost and in time, but the situation when one route is better in cost and the second one is better in time is rather frequent.

The main idea of aligning time and cost lies in the involvement of the concept of logistics burden based on the time value of money. The commodity in transit may be considered as a frozen capital. Actually, there may be two possible owners of a frozen capital. The commodity may be paid after a buyer receives it; in this case, the frozen capital belongs to the seller. Otherwise, the commodity may be paid in advance, and in this case, the frozen capital belongs to the buyer. All the same, the delay in logistics chain causes the financial loss of the owner equivalent to the lost interest for the period of shipping.

The aligning of the cost and time in logistics network may be achieved by adding the lost interest to the cost of the commodity transportation. The lost interest appears as the result of temporary freezing of the funds equal in the amount to the value of commodity for the period of time equal to the shipping time. The lost interest may be calculated as follows:

\[ LI = Value \times ((1+i)^n - 1) \]  

where \( LI \) is the lost interest, \( Value \) is the invoice value of commodity, \( i \) is the daily interest rate, and \( n \) is the number of days in transit.

The logistics burden may be calculated as follows:

\[ LB = TC + LI \]  

where \( LB \) is the logistics burden of a route, \( TC \) is transportation cost, and \( LI \) is the lost interest.

The suggested approach is very sensitive to the interest rate. There are many ways to determine the suitable value of the interest rate, and one of them is based on the legislative rules. For example, in Russian Taxation Code, the nominal profitability is assigned directly and equal to 20% yearly. That yields the cumulative rate of 0.049964% daily in a non-leap year. Daily rate looks unessential, but in case of expensive commodity and slow shipping, it may deposit significantly.

The lost interest increases the cost of transportation and shows the evidence of the well-known logistics principle that the expensive goods need fast transportation. For example, Fig. 1 shows the connection between the lost interest, shipping time, and invoice value of commodity for the interest rate equal to 20% yearly.

![Fig. 1. Lost interest as a function of invoice value and shipping time, i=20% per year](image)

The total benefit of the commodity owner for the faster route is more than the direct economy on logistics burden. The faster return of the commodity value into the capital turnover must be considered as well. This effect decreases the logistics burden of the owner by the amount of the interest earned by the commodity value returned to the turnover for the period of time saved on the faster logistic route. To include this effect, authors suggest using the adjusted logistics burden for the comparison of logistics routes. There are longer and shorter routes in terms of time, and the adjusted logistics burden is calculated as follows:

\[ ALB_l = LB_l \]  

\[ ALB_s = LB_s - Value \times ((1+i)^m - 1) \]  

where \( ALB_l \) is the adjusted logistics burden of a longer route, \( LB_l \) is the logistics burden of a longer route, \( ALB_s \) is the adjusted logistics burden of a shorter route, \( LB_s \) is the logistics burden of a shorter route, \( Value \) is a commodity value, \( m \) is an advantage of a faster route in days.

The benefit of the owner for using the faster logistics route may be calculated as follows:

\[ Benefit = ALB_s - ALB_l \]  

A. Example

The transportation cost of a twenty-foot unit is USD 1,500 and takes 35 days through the Suez Channel, or - USD 940 and 25 days through the Northern Sea Route. The unit contains the consumer electronics with the invoice value of USD 100,000. Let us calculate the owner benefit for the faster logistic route if the normal interest rate is 20% per year.
B. Solution

1. Calculation of the daily rate:
   \[ i = \frac{365\%}{1+20\%} - 1 = 0.049964\% \]

2. Faster route takes 25 days, the longer one takes 35 days. The logistics burden is calculated as follows:
   \[ LB_1 = 1,500 + 100,000*((1+0.049964\%)^{35} - 1) = 3,264 \]
   \[ LB_2 = 940 + 100,000*((1+0.049964\%)^{25} - 1) = 2,197 \]

3. Advantage of the shorter route is 35 - 25 = 10 days. The adjusted logistics burden is calculated as follows:
   \[ ALB_1 = 3,264 \]
   \[ ALB_2 = 2,197 - 100,000*((1+0.049964\%)^{10} - 1) = 1,696 \]

4. Owners benefit for the faster logistics route is:
   \[ Benefit = 3,264 - 1,696 = 1,568 \]

The total benefit of the owner reaches USD 1,568 if the owner decides to utilize the route that takes less time for shipping.

VI. CONCLUSION

The development of the Northern Sea Route is usually considered as the Russian solo project. However, there are other parties who are interested in the implementation of this complex project. For example, China is interested in proportional development of their own territory. To achieve it, China needs to overwhelm the logistics restrictions for North Eastern provinces.

There is the third interested party too. Governments of the European Union understand that they are dependent on the Asian industrial core, which is demonstrated by their numerous initiatives on protection of their intellectual property. At present, the Asian industrial core agrees with the necessity of protectionism. However, the growth of transportation costs may trigger the segregation between the states of the European Union and Asia. If the countries of the Asian industrial core neglect the obligations on intellectual property protection, the slow but steady degradation of economies of the European Union may become a reality.

Therefore, states of the European Union may step in the megaproject of the Northern Sea Route as the important strategic ally in the development of the transport system of Russia and thereafter, one of beneficiaries of project advantages.
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